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President’s Letter

We just logged another 4th of July weekend at the lake and what a great weekend it was
with our children and grandchildren here for a long weekend. The whole weekend was hot
and sunny and everyone took advantage of the weather to spend lots of time on the lake
boating, tubing, water skiing, paddle boarding and swimming for hours on end and fishing
Bob Harder’s
in the evenings. One of my favorite parts of the 4th of July celebration is the fireworks
“Did You Know” display put on by Wayne Floe and his crew, for everyone’s enjoyment. It was great to be out
on the lake watching them from our boat with hundreds of others. These are just a few of
A Note From
the activities that make living on Big Sandy so wonderful.
Our C.O.
It’s amazing to me when I think of all the preparation involved in getting ready for a big
weekend like this one was. There’s grocery shopping, getting bedrooms ready for the
additional people, gassing up the boats, mowing and cleaning up the yard, etc., and before
you know it the celebration is over. Next, we’ll be getting ready for the upcoming Labor
Day weekend. When you are a home or cabin owner on the lake, you can understand how
much work and effort goes into getting our places ready to entertain our family and friends
who aren’t lucky enough to live here. As far as I’m aware, there weren’t any serious boating
injuries or accidents over this very busy weekend and for that, I’m very thankful.
Greetings From
Your Sheriff

BSLA members are
welcome to attend the
Board of Directors
meetings. During the
Fall 2020, watch for
meeting notices on
the Big Sandy Lake
Association Facebook
page, or on the BSLA
website.

Sadly, there won’t be a Wild Rice Days celebration in McGregor this year and I’ll miss
meeting with everyone who normally stops by the Big Sandy Lake Association booth. Our
grandchildren will miss the parade and the candy thrown out to all by the local businesses
and other organizations. However, we will still be boating, swimming and barbecuing to
celebrate this holiday, as well and hope that all the rest of you will also be able to enjoy the
rest of summer on the lake.
There was a bass fishing contest on the lake the weekend before the 4th, which involved many
fast fishing boats zooming from one spot to another on the lake. Nobody I know had any
(Cont.)

(President’s Letter Continued) advance notice of this contest, so there was no warning for lake owners. We will be
working on getting advance notice of these types of events to all of us on the lake.

Employers Support BSLA Too!

Each summer, we elect directors to the Board of Directors of Big Sandy
Lake Association at the annual meeting, which is open to all interested
parties. We are resuming our monthly meetings of the association on the
second Saturday of the month. This year, two directors — Janet Hill and
Jeff Backowski — are resigning their positions on the board. Both Jeff
and Janet have done many good things for the lake on behalf of us all and
they will be greatly missed and we want to thank them for all of their many
contributions. They have also decided to continue their relationships with
the association as liaisons to the board.

Employers have several ways to enable donations to the Big Sandy Lake Association and other nonprofit
organizations. There are currently two companies that participate in two different forms of giving to BSLA:
•

An employee of Target has been using Payroll Deduction to make monthly donations for
several years

•

Medtronic recently made a donation at the request of an employee upon her retirement

•

Many employers have Donor Matching Programs and will match the amount of the employee’s
donation.

The Big Sandy Lake Association has normally held its annual meeting in
June, but due to COVID-19, this year’s meeting is postponed. We will let
everyone know when a date has been decided.

To take advantage of any of these programs, you will need to provide the Big Sandy Lake Association
Employer Identification Number (EIN) which is 41-1615518.
We sincerely appreciate these programs that provide an easy way for friends of the lake to increase their
financial support of the organization.

Thank You

Thank you to these 2020 Business Members
for their continued support of the lake and the
organization.

- Willey’s Marine (Lifetime Member)
- Big Sandy Lodge and Resort (Lifetime
Member)
- Zorbaz on Big Zandy (Lifetime Member)
- Talon Metals (Lifetime Member)
- Medtronic (Lifetime Member)
- 202 Tavern
- A&M Electric
- Ace Hardware
- Aspen Realty, Inc
- Bann’s Bar & Restaurant
- Big Sandy Camp & Retreat Center
- Catholic Youth Camp, Inc
- Century 21 Twin Lakes Realty
- Christian Realty North, Inc
- David Winegar, DDS
- EyeCare Center of McGregor
- Fisherman’s Bay

BSLA Board
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Floe International
Goble’s Sewer Service
Grand Timber Bank
GTS Tree Service
Light Publications Satellite Office
McGregor Insurance Agency
McGregor Lanes
McGregor Printing & Graphics
McGregor Realty & Property Mgmt.
Meyer’s Service Center
Minnesota National Golf
Nistler Plumbing and Heating
Northern Ridge Lawn & Landscape
Ole’s Resort
Peat Inc.
Round Lake Resort & Bar
Schoolhouse Cafe
Tamarack Pest Control
Thrifty White Pharmacy
Township of Workman
Ukura’s Big Dollar
Up North Riders, Inc
Yellowstone Log Homes of Minnesota
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Laurie White
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Tom Meyer
Laurie Hamre
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Bill Reed
Robert Greifzu
Janet Hill
Jeff Backowski
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As I mentioned, now that the 4th is over, it’s time to start preparing for
Labor Day weekend and all that entails. I hope the weather is cooperative and that everyone will enjoy another long
weekend with their families. The older we get, the longer it takes to recuperate from all the fun, but I wouldn’t want
to celebrate these holidays anywhere but on the lake. I hope you all will enjoy the rest of summer and keep it safe for
all on our beautiful Big Sandy Lake.

Greetings From Your Sheriff
by Sheriff Dan Guida

In my spring letter, I was hopeful that our summer residents
and weekend groups could return. We have all seen that
hope come true. Now the perfect storm has had a significant
impact on our resources. The combination of extra time off
work, working from home, the desire to be outside, and many
other things have led to a large population on Big Sandy.
This population has been very respectful but we usually have
issues in a crowd.
Lake users have their own opinions of what is acceptable
behavior. Usually law allows that behavior but sometimes it
might be unsafe. A recent example of this was the family that
chose to pull a tube across the lake during mid-day crowds
during a nationally organized bass tournament. When a young
child fell off the tube and they continued, the child was nearly run over, causing some concern and anger. The family
was mad and felt it was not their responsibility to find a quiet area of the lake or wait for a lower use time. They also
could not understand that the tournament entry was expensive and guaranteed a large purse, so the angler was in a
hurry. I understand both sides and am thankful no one was hurt.
Sometimes law does not allow the behavior. One person felt that towing a tube up a narrow river, passing canoes and
others traveling at the posted slow no wake speed was perfectly acceptable. For the record, it is not, and it was an
expensive mistake.
I know many of our summer plans include family and friends sharing the fun at the lake. No matter what your preferred
activity is, please remind them that all users have numerous likes and as long as there is room for all, we can take turns.
I hope to never see the day that we “run out of lake” and the groups get limited to certain activities. If we are sensitive
and respectful we can prolong the fun, protect our precious resources, and stay safe!
I want to thank all of you for your efforts to keep everyone safe. Your calls are always welcome. If you see something,
say something and we will do our best to solve the problems.

A Note From Your CO

Fisheries Update

By: Amber Ladd, Conservation Officer

By: Rick Bruesewitz, DNR Fisheries Supervisor
Happy Summer everyone! This summer has been busy, busy, busy! There are
high levels of activity on the water and around the lake areas on ATVs as well.
With this comes a higher violation rate.
The hot weather has kept fishing slow, however that has made some anglers a
bit more desperate to keep fish under the slot. I work closely with the Aitkin
County Sheriff’s Office to ensure that area lakes are getting the patrol time we
can manage. For the most part, lake users are having some “good ol summer time
fun.” We have received several complaints about wakes on the lake. A couple of
points to keep in mind:
Personal Water Craft (PWC) have to stay 150ft from shore when making a wake.
Keep in mind, that is not very far – and that is distance from shore, not the end
of your dock. I have spent time watching complaint areas and find that pontoons
going on a cruise around the lake tend to cause just as much, if not more,
shoreline wave action then the wake boats that were out in the middle of the bay.
This was not always the case, but generally this is what I am seeing.
Some advice from the DNR: https://www.dnr.state.mn.us/safety/boatwater/ownyour-wake.html:
Under Minnesota law, the damage your wake causes is treated the same as
damage caused by an actual collision. Personal watercraft (PWC) must stay at
least 150 feet from shore. There is no required distance for boats, but by staying
at least 200 feet from shore or other structures boaters can reduce the likelihood
their wakes will cause damage.

Be aware of your environment and what’s going on around you. This applies to everyone on and around the water.
• Have a designated lookout to keep an eye out for other boats, objects, and swimmers.
• If crossing a wake, cross at low speeds and keep a close lookout for skiers and towables.
• Comply with all signs and respect barriers. This includes speed limits, no-wake zones, and underwater obstructions.
Stay at least 200 feet away from shorelines, docks or other structures. Backing a boat up to a riverbank or lakeshore can damage the
area and lead to erosion. Travel slowly in shallow waters.

Happy Summer, Big Sandy folks!
Fisheries has completed recent gill net assessment and things seem to have stabilized (last three surveys) at around 8 Walleye per net.
This year we did see more fish over 18 inches, which is likely due to the strong 2013 year class that has now grown into that size class.
We also saw good numbers of small fish that will be coming through the fishery in coming years.
In addition to a good walleye catch, we also saw a strong showing by tullibee in Bill Horn Bay. I heard of some concerns about
a potential tullibee die-off this summer due to the hot weather. Besides the netting, we also conducted some water quality work
including temperature and dissolved oxygen profiles (TDO). While the surface temperature was quite warm (over 80F in spots),
overall things look pretty darn good in the depths of Bill Horn Bay where tullibee spend their summer. Barring a huge summer rainfall
event, I think they should be able to make it just fine. We’ll be conducting our annual late summer TDO work in the coming weeks
and will have an even better idea of how things look for them, but so far, so good.
Yellow perch numbers were a bit lower than usual, however, the size structure was very good. My wife and I spent a few days at the
recreation area just after the July 4th weekend and we were able to find some really nice perch without too much trouble. We even
caught a number of keeper walleyes! As part of a statewide research project, we will continue with a fine-mesh gill net survey in late
Aug or Sept to monitor all aspects of the perch growth and maturity. Later on in October, we will also conduct an electrofishing survey
that is both for juvenile walleye and perch.
Lastly, I thought I would update you with respect to our
cooperative project with the Army Corps of Engineers.
Aitkin staff have been busy conducting range studies
on Big Sandy and the connecting rivers and that will
likely continue into August, after which we will deploy
the acoustical hydrophones. The Army Corps has also
recently purchased a bunch of spendy acoustical tags to
be delivered by mid-August so we are planning to start
tagging fish as soon as the waters cools a bit in late August
or September. We want to get fish in the system before
fall drawdown begins in October. Kudos to the Corps for
helping us out with this project. We would not have been
able to get funding to do this without their help.

Respect the rights of others so everyone can enjoy their time on the water. Keep the noise down, be courteous to other boaters, and
show consideration to all recreationists on and around the water.

Well, that pretty much brings you up to date with where
we are this season. I don’t know about you folks, but I am
looking forward to some slightly cooler temperatures.
I tend to melt when things breach 80F and the respite of
fall will be much appreciated.

Environmental impacts of wakes

Stay safe and keep a tight line!

Minimize repetitive passes. Once you’ve run a line, move on to another area. Comply with all signs and respect barriers.

Large wakes produced by watercraft can result in a variety of negative environmental consequences, including:
• Shoreline erosion
• Impaired water quality resulting from increased sediment in the water
• Loss of shoreline vegetation, which is needed to stabilize the shore and provides important habitat for fish and wildlife
These impacts are greater when water levels are high and shorelines are saturated.
Boaters must be aware that their actions directly impact the environment. They should take steps to reduce their wake when operating
near shore or when water levels are high.
As always, be safe, wear your PFD!
Conservation Officer Amber Ladd #553, MN DNR – Enforcement, McGregor Station
Amber.ladd@state.mn.us — 218-392-0689

McGregor Lakes Area Foundation Tops a Record
\The McGregor Lakes Area Foundation (MLAF) issued grants for 2020 in the amount of $9,126 to the following community
organizations. McGregor ANGELS (Area Neighbors Giving Elderly Live-in Services), McGregor School District (5 grants) McGregor
Food Shelf, and Riverwood Foundation McGregor Clinic. This year’s MLAF funding brings the total support for McGregor area
community organizations to over $86,000 since first grants in 2000. Grants are provided to organizations that have demonstrated a
clear commitment to the sustainability and long term viability of the lakes community.
MLAF’s Endowment Fund is invested and grows so that grant funds can be given into perpetuity. As individuals, families, businesses
and charitable organizations donate to the Foundation, its fund expands, allowing more and larger grants. The MLAF uses these funds
to ensure that area lakes, land, and the way of life will be enjoyed for generations to come.
Please contact Curt Sparks, Chairperson at curtsparky@gmail.com to learn more about this excellent organization.

COVID-19 Impacts on the Sandy Lake Dam & Recreation Area

Tree Diversity

By: Tammy Frauenschuh
The Sandy Lake Recreation Area opened for public camping on June 1. The campground and recreation area facilities are
currently open with some modifications. COVID-19 prevention methods are advised for all visitors utilizing our facilities.
The Sandy Lake Dam park office remains closed to the public; however, park rangers are still available and patrolling the area
for visitor assistance. Visitors wishing to camp must have reservations prior to arrival, as park staff are not processing fees or
reservations for this recreation season. Reservations for camping may be made online at
www.recreation.gov or by calling 1-877-444-6777.

By: Mike Ruzek

The safety of our visitors and staff remains our top priority. See up-to-date information at
https://www.mvp.usace.army.mil/Missions/Recreation/Sandy-Lake/, by calling 651-290-5850, or emailing sandy.lake@usace.army.mil.

We have owned our property on Bridge Road since
2013 and due to the flood and its long-term effects
we have lost several trees. Other trees have been lost
from storms and some have been removed because
they were a danger to buildings or a main roadway.
Over the years we have tried to replace these trees,
keeping in mind diversity, tolerance for Zone 3,
tolerance to floodwaters, and suitability for sandy soil.
Here is a list of some of the trees we’ve planted and
the successes and failures noted.
Three years ago we were approved
for a shoreline restoration plan
from the Aitkin County Soil
and Water Conservation
District. Included in that
plan were Tamarack,
Hackberry, Ironwood, and
River Birch.
Although River Birch
is not listed as a Zone 3
tree, it is sold by several
nurseries in this area
and the two that we have
planted are doing very well.

Dam Rehabilitation Project

Upstream view of the Sandy Lake Dam, May 2020.

The Sandy Lake Dam rehabilitation project continues to move forward. Draft plans and specifications for concrete repairs,
refurbishing the existing slide gates, upgrading stoplogs, and replacing the existing timber apron and cutoff with concrete have
been approved, and the Corps is currently working to finalize the design. The Corps hopes to award a contract this fall for the
construction, with actual work anticipated to begin next year. Construction is anticipated to last two years, and we hope to have
most of the construction complete by the end of 2022.
We completed our Environmental Assessment earlier this year (April – May). This included a 30-day public review and comment
period that started April 16. A notice of availability was sent to interested citizens, including the Big Sandy Lake Association, and
the following agencies:
•

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA);

•

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS); and

•

Minnesota Department of Natural Resources (MN DNR).

The USEPA responded to the public notice with a letter via email concurring with the analysis and determinations in the
Environmental Assessment. No other comments were received.
Soil sample borings were conducted upstream of the Sandy Lake Dam in mid-May by our contractor, Coleman Engineering. The
contractor obtained soil samples utilizing a drilling rig mounted on a barge system. The barge was placed into Big Sandy Lake via
a large crane system. You may have noticed it on the main bay of the lake during this time. The purpose of this project was to help
ensure an understanding of the soils above the Sandy Lake Dam for construction efforts.

There were three Tamaracks
planted: one close to the
shoreline and the other two farther
away and higher up on the incline.
The one closer to the shoreline is
doing well and the other two were
lost. We have planted other Tamarack
closer to shore and they are doing
well also. Later on a Black Spruce
was planted about 6 feet from the
shoreline and this is one spruce
that tolerates wet feet. The
existing trees in this area are
Aspen, Weeping Willow,
White Ash, Burr Oak, and
Northern Pin Oak.

On the north side of our property we have a group of
eight Northern Pin Oaks that are experiencing a slow
death. The University of Minnesota of Community
Forestry thinks that the intensity of the 2012 flood
lowered the resistance to disease of these trees and
they have not been able to recover. We will keep these
trees until they become a safety risk and then replace
them with Swamp White Oaks, River Birch, Black
Spruce, and other species that could tolerate being in
water for several days.
Other trees that we have introduced are
Canadian Red Cherry, Hydrangea
Tree, Showy Mountain Ash,
Autumn Blaze Maple, and
Alberta Dwarf Spruce. You
may wonder why an ash
tree? That variety has
showed resistance to the
Emerald Ash Borer, and
due to its young age it
is not preferable to the
borer. The Canadian Red
Cherry has done very well,
growing about six feet in
four years. It tends to get a
black fungus which should
always be pruned out, but with
my tree being planted in an area
with good wind action, the fungus has
been minimal. Although the Alberta Dwarf
Spruce can be grown in Canada which is Zone
2, I don’t think that the soil conditions in our
area are conducive to this variety of spruce.
I planted two and I’m hoping to save one.
Another spruce that I would like to try is a
Wellspire Spruce, which tolerates wetness
— and the deer don’t like it.

“He who plants a tree, plants a hope!”
(Fuller)

Did You Know?
By: Robert O. Harder

This is another of our occasional profiles on local
characters. It might be hard to believe but in the first
decade of the 1900s, McGregor harbored a man that
would have been at home in Tombstone, Arizona during
the Gunfight at the OK Corral, only two decades earlier.
We are talking here about one Joe Hudson—bootlegger,
town bully, occasional handyman, ladies man, saloon
keeper, and pistoleer.
In those days
McGregor was a
wide-open, rowdy
lumbering town where
every man wore a
Remington or Colt
revolver on his hip.
As it happened Joe
was a crack shot,
who could and did
terrorize the entire
community with his
prowess, despite the
fact his hands shook with a palsy. Joe and his wife, Laura,
came to McGregor from Dubuque, Iowa in 1900. In the
book “Twelve Poses West” in material written circa 1940,
Clifford Greer described him as “square-shouldered, large
and muscular, six feet tall, and a ‘ladies man.’” Soon after
Joe’s arrival he went to work as bartender for J.F. Olson.
After a time he partnered with Olson and they took over
another local, larger watering hole. For reasons unknown,
the name was changed to the Hudson and Turner Saloon,
the name precedence apparently reflecting Joe’s either
senior status or his dominant personality (somehow
Olson disappeared, replaced by one Turner). The place
immediately became the village’s favored hot spot.
As mentioned, revolvers were openly carried. Naturally
this led to riotous behavior, sometimes into real trouble.
On Sundays, in a partial response, all saloons were
ordered to lock their doors, at least keeping the Sabbath
quiet. The other six days remained unrestrained.
According to Greer, one favorite saloon diversion, after
the boys had been properly lubricated, was to “shoot
from the hip through the inside west wall of the Hudson
and Turner and attempt to hit the hitching post outside
the building.” Joe’s entry into the saloon business
foreshadowed his coming prominence as a pistoleer. His
skill with a six-shooter was soon known throughout the
community, inspiring “fear and respect.” Hudson

thought it amusing to “just miss” innocent bystanders
when they visited his saloon. He was recalled as the
“straightest shooting and fastest man on the draw that
McGregor has ever seen.” This despite his palsy (some
said caused by his “conscience bothering him”) and the
fact he drank huge quantities of liquor daily. It was said
Joe could “drink six lumberjacks under the table at a sitting.”
And then there was
the tall Scotch hat
worn by one Jess
Jones, a regular
patron at Joe’s
saloon. The cap
proved an irresistible
target for Hudson
and he delighted in
greeting Jess as he
came through the
door with a pistol
shot that lifted
the cap off Jones’
head. Jess had tolerated this risky bit of high jinks goodnaturedly until one day when he entered the saloon
unnoticed. Jones sat down on a chair tipped against a wall
and fell asleep, cap still perched on his head. “Suddenly
Joe saw Jones, saw the cap, saw his duty undone and drew
and fired his gun at lightning speed.” The bullet not only
got the cap, it cut a furrow through Jones’ hair and scalp.
That was too much for Jess and he never forgave Hudson.
Joe was capable of the occasional benign, even gallant,
gesture. There was the time the beautiful daughter of a
local land agent was part of a trio of local singers raising
money to finish the church. Hudson, smitten by the girl
and thoroughly in his cups, boomed out in a loud voice to
Miss Newell, “If you will sing that song all by yourself,
I will plaster the church free of charge.” The girl obliged
and Joe was true to his word. Local wags marked the
occasion by coining a memorable phrase: “Saloonkeeper
gets plastered and plasters church for a song.”
The most violent event in Hudson’s gun-slinging career
occurred in August, 1901. Two men named Jordon &
Classen got into a fist fight over the affections of Classen’s
wife. Classen was knocked to the floor; moments later
Jordon shot him through the neck and collarbone.
Somehow Classen was able to flee from his house and
run toward Spicola’s General Store near the Hudson &

Turner, with Jordon in hot pursuit. Jordon fired three more
times to no effect. In a blind fury, Jordon suddenly noticed
local Dan Lozway and took a snap shot at him, but the
bullet missed. Lozway had supposedly seen Jordon and
Mrs. Classen together in Aitkin but failed to report it.
Jordon abruptly realized he was in big trouble and fled the
village. Aitkin County Sheriff Newstrom formed a posse
and went in hot pursuit. After several hours several of the
possemen, with Hudson in the van, found Jordon hiding
under a Northern Pacific RR bridge east of McGregor. Joe
shouted for the fugitive to surrender, followed by several
shots in the air. Jordon threw angry expletives at Hudson
over his shoulder and bolted for the woods. Joe leveled his
six-shooter and fired a single shot. The bullet hit Jordon

squarely in the back, he expiring fifteen minutes later.
The death was ruled justifiable homicide by “a bullet from
the posseman’s gun while attempting to escape.”
In 1907, the Turner and Hudson closed, replaced by a
cafe, ending McGregor’s most violent era and Joe’s career
as a gunslinger. The building itself was destroyed by fire
in 1926. Joe Hudson was long remembered as having
been “loved by some, hated by many, and cursed by all.”
Story derived from passages in “Twelve Poses West” by
Clifford Greer and published by O.L.Johnson of
McGregor in 1967; and “McGregor: Where Many Tracks
Meet” published by Independent School District #4,
McGregor, MN in 1983

Aitkin County Water Issues
By: Bill Pratt

The Aitkin County Aquatic Invasive Species program has
purchased three new decontamination units to replace the 5
year old unit. These units have some minor improvements
over the older units and should reduce maintenance costs
over their life expectancy. One of the units is available most
weekends at the Lake Minnewawa public access off of
County Road 6. Boaters in the area can go to this access to
have their boat cleaned.
The number of 2020 inspectors has been about 20, not
the desired 30. This can be attributed to concerns about
exposure to COVID-19 as well as the $600 supplement
to unemployment. The training for AIS inspectors is now
available online. If anyone is interested in being an inspector,
contact Steve Hughes at the Aitkin County SWCD office.
Email: hughes.aitkinswcd@gmail.com or by phone at 218927-7284.
The Aitkin County SWCD is beginning a large county wide
culvert inventory in 2020. The result will be a map for each
township that contains the locations, condition, size and
type of all the culverts in the township road and county road
right of ways. The aim of this project is to get an increased
understanding of the watersheds and use the gathered
information to quickly solve water flow problems.
Bill Pratt, Board Chair
Aitkin County Commissioner - District #4
bill.pratt@co.aitkin.mn.us
218-330-1759 (cell)

Engraving of Sandy Lake

The BSLA board is grateful for all of you who
support and help protect Big Sandy Lake by
being members of the BSLA.

Contributed By: Bryan McGinnis

THANK YOU!

The 1858 woodblock engraving, seen below, was published only eleven days
after Minnesota became a state. It was no doubt prepared after a sketch, or
sketches, as was common at that time, and artists took liberties with their
interpretations. Therefore, this depiction is not photographically accurate.
Is the island “which adorns the centre” now called Battle Island with Long
(Pondersosa) Point on the right and Indian Point on the left? Or is the view
from the other direction? Do any readers have other ideas about the location?
The London Illustrated News (see article below) was an early adopter (1842)
of the woodblock engraving process used for the Sandy Lake print. See article,
History of Periodical Illustration, North Carolina State University web site:
https://ncna.dh.chass.ncsu.edu/imageanalytics/history.php
“The region of country where the Mississippi proper takes its rise is
extremely level and completely riddled with lakes, where the Indians
gather extensive harvests of wild rice, and where waterfowl abound to
an astonishing degree. Sandy Lake is one of the most southern group
alluded to, but is perhaps the most famous of all on account of its
intimate connection with the operations of the fur trade, and because
from this point the voyageurs bound to Lake Superior find it most
convenient to leave the Mississippi. There is a trading-post on the lake,
and the charming little island which adorns the centre is a favourite
camping-place for all who have occasion to pass through the lake. The
native inhabitants are Chippeway Indians. The lodges on the right of the
Sketch are made of birch bark and the man with his gun is the Chief of
the Chippeways, whose singular name is “Hole-in-the day”.”

(Image Seen Below)

Big Sandy Lake, MN

Big Sandy Lakes Association

Mission Statement
With respect for future generations, the
mission of the Big Sandy Lake Association
- through education, leadership, and by
example - is to protect and improve water
quality, promote best practice shoreline
management and use, and seek balance and
harmony between the rights of property
owners and existing (and proposed) rules,
regulations, statutes, and laws.

www.bigsandylakemn.org
for the latest BSLA news
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